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When conducted via eAudiology, effective communication between hearing care practitioners and patients and their significant others, is dependent on both technical and interpersonal factors. It is important to recognize that technology may potentially depersonalize relationships, produce conversational impediments (e.g., stemming from a lack of stability of an internet connection), and result in sensory and non-verbal limitations and challenges. Interpersonally, eAudiology communication may be affected by underdeveloped norms regarding ‘typical’ conversational discourse and social distancing. Despite these challenges, most research on eAudiology suggests patients experience good clinical outcomes and high levels of satisfaction.

Where to start?

Step 1
Evaluate need in your clinic. Factors to consider include the location of patients and potential patients (e.g. rural vs. urban), ease of transportation (e.g. road conditions, access to public transportation options), and personal factors such as health-related mobility and lifestyle. Similarly, evaluate technological feasibility. Are the hardware, software, and IT connectivity sufficient to support eAudiology applications?
Step 2
Are the stakeholders in place? Evaluate interest from the clinic staff regarding willingness to design, install, learn new protocols, and deliver hearing healthcare via eAudiology. eAudiology success is critically dependent on stakeholder buy-in. Similarly, survey current patients to gauge their interest in having an eAudiology option. Locations may vary in the extent to which a meaningful proportion of a clinic's clientele are comfortable with eAudiology to warrant initial investment.

Step 3
Decide on a suitable platform for the clinical tasks you wish to conduct via eAudiology (e.g., remote otoscopy, counselling, hearing instrument fitting and adjustment, etc), and conduct dry-runs to ensure systems are operating as expected.

Step 4
Therapeutic alliance and rapport are as important in eAudiology conferencing as they are in face-to-face care, and thus, it is important to establish interpersonal conditions necessary for effective patient care. Good rapport leads to an alliance between all stakeholders that enables cooperative communication and the willing disclosure of sensitive information. Importantly, spend the time necessary to build rapport when communicating via videoconferencing.

Step 5
Be mindful that there is significant evidence that patients are able to quickly adapt and establish rapport with a telemedicine provider (e.g. Ghosh et al., 1997). Feel confident that there is good reason to suspect that patients and their significant others are able to provide information and to be as forthcoming during eAudiology appointment as they would be with face-to-face appointments.

Step 6
Recognize that patients and significant others may alter their appearance and communication styles when communication via an information communication technology. Examples include being more courteous or meticulous about their appearance (Modai et al., 2006).

Step 7
In addition to patients and significant others altering communication patterns, recognize that practitioners need to adjust communication patterns in order to accommodate to the medium. This will require flexibility and creativity when conferring empathic gestures (e.g. overcoming the inability to provide a reassuring touch to a patient).

Step 8
Challenge assumptions. Although perhaps counterintuitive, there is the viewpoint that telemedicine may actually be better suited than face-to-face appointments when delivering bad news ( Krishnan et al., 2015). In face-to-face communication, patients are not only attempting to absorb bad news, they are also faced with the task of engaging in challenging interpersonal conversation. From this viewpoint, telemedicine operates as a buffer by providing patients with more space to process bad news, free one's gaze from the practitioner, and to hear news in a more comfortable (i.e. home) environment.

Step 9
Solicit feedback from staff and patients. Provide surveys throughout different stages of the patient's care in order to evaluate patient satisfaction, if adjustments to operating procedures are necessary, and whether additional training is required.

Step 10
Assuming successful implementation, communicate the availability of eAudiology services at your clinic more broadly. Doing so represents a means by which to increase accessibility to audiology services and to distinguish your practice.
Are you up to the challenge?

Test your ability to establish rapport with a patient via eAudiology. For a patient who is scheduled for a face-to-face appointment, ask to meet with them beforehand via videoconferencing and assess what works (and what may not work) when developing your therapeutic relationship.
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